
The Kentucky plant underwent 

a major overhaul for the 

production of its all-new Camry, 

using Toyota New Global 

Architecture (TNGA)*.

Through state-of-the-art advances and greater efficiency in 

production processes, the plant will gain a sharper 

competitive edge overall.
*A structural innovation in manufacturing vehicles, aimed at radically improving basic 
vehicle performance and product appeal.

Toyota Invests $1.33 Billion in Kentucky Plant

Toyota and Mazda signed an 

agreement to enter into a business and 

capital alliance, with the aim of further 

strenghthening their lasting partnership. 

In September, Mazda, Denso and 

Toyota announced the establishment 

of a new company, EV C.A. Spirit, which will facilitate efficient joint 

technology development of electric vehicles.

Agreement with Mazda on Business and Capital Alliance,
and Establishment of New Company, EV C.A. Spirit with
Mazda and Denso

Toyota has made an additional investment of 

approximately ¥10.5 billion in PFN, a 

company with sophisticated technology in the 

realm of deep learning. Going forward, we will 

promote planning and development of new 

technologies, products and services aimed at 

realizing a society where everyone can live 

safely and as they like with peace of mind.

Additional Investment in Preferred
Networks (PFN) to Accelerate
Joint R&D on AI Technologies

Using TNGA as the basis for an all-new platform, 

we established a striking emotional character, 

stunningly beautiful design, responsive driving and 

premium ride performance for the redesigned 

Camry. The Camry has evolved into Toyota’s global 

midsize sedan, sold in more than 100 countries 

worldwide.

Completely Redesigned CamryToyota Becomes Japan Boccia* Association
Gold Partner and Japan Wheelchair Basketball
Federation Official Sponsor

We are keen to 

spread the joy and 

excitement of sports 

and to contribute to 

the achievement of a 

society in which all people can participate.
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U.S.-based Toyota Research Institute (TRI) 
Announces $100 Million Investment to
Launch Venture Capital Fund

TRI’s new venture 

capital fund will 

provide early-stage 

financing to promising 

startups in four areas: 

"Artificial Intelligence 

(AI)", "Robotics", "Autonomous Mobility", and "Data 

and Cloud Technology".

First Ever Win at Rally Finland—Ninth Round
of 2017 FIA World Rally Championship (WRC)

The world’s roads will 

continue to present 

us with challenges. 

We will tackle these 

challenges as a team and build on our great 

Yaris WRC achievement.

25th Anniversary Celebration for Toyota Production
System Support Center (TSSC), an NPO Supporting
Improvement Efforts in North America

TSSC, a non-profit organization, has 

shared the Toyota Production System of 

operational philosophy and practices with 

more than 300 organizations throughout 

North America, including non-profits involved in disaster recovery and 

other emergency situations, and has assisted in improvement efforts. 

Going forward, Toyota will strive to be a company that puts communities 

first in every country and, as a good corporate citizen, promote activities 

that contribute to social development.

*An official Paralympic event. A precision ball sport in which two teams throw six 
balls—either red or blue—as close to the jack—a white ball—as possible.
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